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Title of resource: Busuu 

Link: https://www.busuu.com/en  

Description: Busuu is a free app that you can use to learn English online and other different 

languages too. It offers a lot of resources such as explanatory videos, listening activities and 

test to examine your English level. Besides, you can see your development in your English 

skills and choose between different levels (from beginner to advance), the one that fits you 

better.  

Why is this resource useful? We have chosen Busuu, because we think it offers many 

opportunities to learn English in different ways without moving from your home. You can use 

it whenever you want and wherever you are. Apart from that, you can contact native speakers 

that will help you with your pronunciation and will correct the exercises that you are going to 

do in the app.  

 

 

https://www.busuu.com/en


Title of resource: Breaking News English 

Link: https://breakingnewsenglish.com/  

Description: Breaking News English is a web page where the user can learn English through 

practising with the latest news. It consists in reading different news, according to the user level, 

and doing activities related to them. It offers the opportunity to choose between different topics 

and to choose specific activities, apart from the ones that each news has.  

Why is this resource useful? From our point of view, it it is an interesting resource to learn 

English because, it not only helps to improve our English skills, but we also get informed about 

what is happening nowadays in many different countries.  

 

 

https://breakingnewsenglish.com/


Title of resource: Memrise 

Link https://www.memrise.com/es/ 

Description: Memrise is a very useful and complete app where you can select any language 

you want (in our case English). You can learn it from the start or you can choose to improve 

your level. It is divided in many different and varied sections, each of them related to a certain 

topic, where you can learn new vocabulary through dynamic activities and games. It also 

includes some videos of native speakers pronouncing all the phrases and words that you are 

being taught. 

Why is this resource useful? It is a really helpful tool because it makes the process of learning 

a language very entertaining and amusing. It also includes a huge amount of words and phrases 

for practical situations of real life, but also more specific vocabulary to amplify your knowledge 

on that particular language. It works as if it was a game, you can level up as you accomplish 

each task, you can get points and rewards, and you can unlock new challenges. So, it is a really 

funny way to learn English. 

 

 

https://www.memrise.com/es/

